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ABSTRACT 
We consider the space R of colored tilings corresponding to a weighted substitution introduced by 
one of the authors in [I], which is a kmd of natural extension of the jlexpansion for a piecewise linar 
f. We give a characterization of adapted coboundaries, which are a-G-homogeneous on the space of 
integer points 00. where N is a complex number with a negative real part. The image of such a co- 
boundary corresponding to a weighted substitution of cubic Pisot type. is a fractal set called Rauzy 
fractal. We also consider the Flbonacci tiling and the n-G-homogeneous. adapted coboundary on it. 
This coboundary together with the fractional part give a geometrical representation of the Fibo- 
nacci expansions that IS more or less known. 
I INTRODUCTION 
Let (cp. 71) be a weighted substitution (see [l]) on a finite set C with at least 2 
elements such that cp is a mixing substitution. Let G = B(cp, 7) be the base set. 
which is defined as the closed multiplicative subgroup of R+ generated by the 
set 
{$‘(a), 1 (T E C, n = 0, 1,. . . and 
0 5 i < L(cpn(a)) with cp”(o), = 0). 
Then, there exists a function g : C + R, such that 
(1) g(cp(a),)G = g(a)rl(a),G 
for any cr E C and 0 5 i < L(cp(o)). Let R := fl(cp, q,g) be as is constructed in 
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[1] and cx E Cc. Let M,, = M(,(QcJ, 71) be the associated matrix (wz,.,~(~~)~,+~~ 
defined by 
Theorem 1 ([l]). Let 0 < CY < 1 and (cp, q) be u weighted substitution with ip mix- 
ing and g with (1). A non_-ero adapted a-G-homogeneous cocycle on R (p, 71, g) is 
characterized 617 
(3) F(w. t) := c /SI%Jcs, 
SES 
with some (satisfying 
(4) E # 0 und MC,< = E 
where S is a d-partition oj‘[O, t). 
The same result holds for cy E @ with Re(cu) > 0. There are two important 
aspects of ‘fractal’ functions; almost periodicity and self-similarity by scaling 
(.Y,J) H (XX, X”_r) (X E G). The homogeneous cocycles on minimal R are a for- 
mulation of ‘fractal’ functions from these points of view. For more details 
about notations and terminologies see [ 11. 
Let 
R0 := {ti E R(cp, rl,g) 1 3a, b,d with a < 0 < b and (CZ$ b] x [O,d) E dam(w)}, 
which will be called the set of integer points. The aim of this paper is to char- 
acterize the adapted a-G-homogeneous coboundaries on the space of integer 
points Re for ~11 E C with negative real part. This gives another type of ‘fractal’ 
sets on a complex plane that are self-similar and tile the plane. 
2 a-G-HOMOGENEOUS COBOUNDARIES ON THE SPACE OF INTEGER POINTS 
Let (ip? 7) be a weighted substitution with cp mixing and g satisfying (1). Let 
R = fl(cp, 7, g). A cocycle Fon R is a continuous mapping 0 x [w + @ such that 
F(ti, s + t) = F(~J. s) + F(UJ + s, t) 
for any w E Q and S. t E R. A cocycle on R is called a coboundary if there exists 
a continuous function ,f : R + @ such that 
(5) F(w, t) =f’(w + t) --J‘(Ld) 
for any Y E Q and t E R. If continuous functions ,f and f’ satisfy (5), then there 
exists a constant c E [w such that 
f’(w) =S(uJ) + C 
for every LJ E R by the minimality of [W-action on R. It is more convenient to 
identify a coboundary F with the continuous function f as above, in the sense 
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that functions that differ to each other with a constant are considered as the 
same. Moreover, since we consider only the restriction of a coboundary to the 
space fl, of integer points, by a coboundary f on 520, we mean a continuous 
function Q,J -+ C in the sense that functions with constant differences are con- 
sidered as the same. A coboundary f on 0s is said to be adapted if there exists a 
function @ : C x G + C such that 
(6) .f(w + t) -f(w) = @Co, t)
for every ui E Rs and t > 0 such that there exists a tile (a, b] x [0, t) E dam(w) 
with a < 0 and color (T. A coboundary fon Rs is said to be cY-G-homogeneous if 
(7) f‘(Aw) -f(JV) = X”(f(w) -f(n)) 
for every w, q E Qc and X E G such that Xw E Rs and Xn E Qs. 
Theorem 2. Let (cp, q) be a weighted substitution with cp mixing, G = B(cp, rt), g 
satisfying (I), and let (Y E C with Re(a) < 0. Assume that there exists a nonzero 
column vector < = (Q),, c satisfying (4). Then. we can construct a nonzero adap- 
ted, cu-G-homogeneous coboundary f on 0, by 
(8) f(W + 4 -f(w) = Ic7 Ma 
for any w E 6’0 and t > 0 such that exists a tile (a, b] x [0, t) E dam(w) with a < 0 
and color o. Moreover, all nonzero adapted, a-G-homogeneous coboundaries f on 
0,~ are obtained in this way. 
Proof. Let us construct a coboundary f on Qs satisfying (8). Take wg E 6?, 
and fix it. Let w E 00. From minimality of R, there exists a sequence 
0 < tl < t2 < . . . with lim,,,(ws + tn) = w and wg + t, E 00, for any n = 
1,2,.... Define f(w) by 
(9) 
k, - 1 
f(w) := IIl$W C E,, I~+I - tJ 
r=O 
where for any n = 1,2, . . we have 
0 = t,Jj < t,J < ’ . < t,,k, = t, 
and there exists a tile (a,,,, b,,,] x [t,,l, tn.l+ 1) E dom(wo) with an,! < 0 and color 
g,.,. Let us show first that f is well-defined. So let 
ti = lim (wg + tn) = lim (w. + s,) n-CC n+* 
where wg + t, and WC, + s,, are in 00 for any n E FYI. For a tile S = (a, b] x [c, d), 
let S = [c7d) and IS\ = d - c and let us write by S, the i-th child of S. Since 
I&(a), = IS,1 and (4), we have 
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(10) 
which shows that the contribution of each tile in the function fis equal to the 
sum of contributions of all its children. For k E N, there exists nk and tiles 
SIrSz,...,S,A such that (0,O) E St,S, is a child of S,,,, S, Edom(wo+t,,)n 
dom(wo + s,,~), (WO + t,)(S,) = (WO +s,,,)(S). and (-k,O) E StA. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that t,l 5 snA. This means that there exist tiles 
s;, s;, . . . S/: E dom (wo) and S,“, S;‘, S[ E dom (~0) such that wo(S,‘) = 
wo(S,“) (i=1,2,...,&), c$‘=qk+,snk-tnk and dt=di+~,~ -t,l, where 
Si = (a;, bt] x [ct ,dd) and SC = (~4 7 bi] x [c{, d,:‘). Let e := t,k - cl: = 
SrQ - cl:. Then, we have 
fCwO +tnk 1 -f(uo + SQ) =f(W + tnA - e) --f(tio + .sni - e). 
Let us denote 
(11) 240 = max{ - logn(0), ) c E C, 0 I i 5 L(p(0)) - 1) 
(12) uI = min{- logn(0)i ) g E C, 0 5 i i L(cp(o)) - l} 
and by r (k) the set of tiles (a, b] x [c, d) E dom(wo) with a < -k that have the 
vertical coordinates in [t,n - e, s,,~ - e) such that the mother tile has not this 
property. For each n = 0, 1, let 
ri”’ = {S E Tck) ISn {-k - nul} x [tak - e,~,,~ - e) f 0 
and S n i-h - (II + 1) ~1) x: [f,,, - e, s,,, - e) = 0) 
and 
u2 = max(l(cp(0)) 1 f7 E C}. 
Then, YCk) = U,“. r, , (k) Tck’nTck)=O if j#i and for any n=O,l;.. 
#YL”’ < 2 ~2. For every tile (&b] x [c, d) E T,ck), we have -k - nul < b < - k- 
nul + ug and e -b = d - c. Then, since Re(cr) < 0, we have 
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So, we proved that f is well-defined and f is continuous because we showed also 
that 
Let w E L’o and t > 0 be such that w + t E 520 and there exists a tile 
(a, 61 x [O, t) E dam(w) with a < 0. Let (T := &((a, b] x [0, t)). Let a sequence 
0 I tl I tz 5 . . . t, 5 . . . satisfies that we + t, E L?o for any n = 1,2,. . . 
and limn_,(wo + tn) = w. Then, for a large n, there exists (a,b] x [0, t) E 
dom(wo + tn), (wo + t,)((a,b] x [0, t)) = w((u,b] x [0, t)) = 0, which implies 
that (a, b] x [tn, t, + t) E dom(wo) and ~((a, h] x [tn, t, + t)) = 0. Therefore, we 
have 
f(w + 1) -f(w) = Jjy(f(wo + t, + t) -f(wo + tn)) = <,p* 
It implies thatf is adapted. 
Let us show thatf is o-G-homogeneous. Let w E 00, y E 00, and X E G with 
X > 1. Let us take wa E QO and fix it. Take sequences 0 2 tl 5 tz < . . and 
o<st <s25... such that wg + t, E 00, wo +s, E f20, w = limn,,,(wo + tn) 
and y = lim,,, (wg + s,). For a sufficiently large n E N, we assume without 
loss of generality that t, 5 s,. Let (a,, b,] x [c,, di) (i = 1,2,. . . , k) be the tiles in 
dom(wo) such that a, < 0 5 bi and t, = ~1 < d, = ~2 < . . . < dk-1 = ck < 
dk = s,. Let (T, = wo((ai,b,] x [c,,d,)) (i = 1,2,. . . ,k). Because for cache tile 
(CI, b] x [c, d) E dom(wo), we have that (Awo)((u - log A, b - log A] x [Xc, Ad)) = 
i~o((u, b] x [c? d)) and a - log X < 0, from (lo), we get 
Aa(f(w) -f(r)) = A” lim n_~ ,<T<k E,(4 - c,)O 
= lim C &(Xd, - Xc,)R 
n-oc I<r<k 
=f(Xw) -I-(X7). 
The case that X < 1 follows easily from this. 
Let us see the converse. Assume that f is a nonzero adapted a-G-homo- 
geneous coboundary on .nO. Then, there exists @ satisfying (6). For any cr E C 
and for h E g(a)G, such that exists w E no which has a tile S := (a, b] x [c, d) 
with b 5 0, d - c = h and color u, we have that 
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@(fl, h) =f(w d) -f(LJ, c) 
= c 
0 5 I< qp(c)) 
[f(wlc+o<~~~ll(~),(d-c)) 
_ 
(13) 
-f(W, c + o<T<I M,(d - c))l 
_ 
c @(VCa),~ rlCa)iCd - L’))’ 
0 5 I< Up(d) 
For any h’ E G with h’ > 1 , denoting S’ := (a - logh’, b - log/z’] x [h’c,h’d), 
we have S’ E dom(h’cJ) and (h’w)(S’) = w(S). Sincef is cr-G-homogeneous, it
holds that 
@(C, h’h) =f(h’w, h’d) -f(h’w, h’c) 
(14) = @‘)“[.&A d) --s(LJ, 01 
= (h’)“@(cT, h). 
Note that (14) holds also for h’ E G with h’ 5 1. Sincef is not constant, @ is 
nonzero. By (14), there exists c E C such that @(a, g(o)) # 0. Moreover, for the 
column vector 
< = (&J&c := (g(c)Y @(QY(g))),,c 
since g(o) r](a),g(cp(a),)-’ E G, and by (13) and (14), we have that 
(M&9, = c ,L;! g(a’) ma @(a’, A+‘)) 
o’tC 
c rl(Cg(cp(C” @(cp(&&+),)) 
0 5 I< L(p(f4) 
hence, 
< # 0 and AI,< = <. 
We have that (8) determines the coboundaryf on 00, because R is minimal 
with respect to the R-action andf is continuous. 0 
Example. Let us see the weighted substitution 
oH(O,X-‘)(l,X-3) 
1 t-+(0, A?) (1, X9) 
where X is the real root of the equation X3 - A’ - 1 = 0 and we arranged 
(q(a),. n(a),) in order of i after ‘0 +‘. Then G := B(cp, n) = {A” ; n E Z}. For 
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g s 1, (1) is satisfied. Let R := R(cp, 17, 1). In the tiling space we have that, for 
every in E 0 and for each tile (a, b] x [c, d) E dam(w), u E ZlogX and if the 
color of the tile is 0. then b - a = log A, while if the color of the tile is 1, then 
b-a=3logX. 
1 I I 
Figurel:woforX’-X2-1=0 
Let wg E 52 be as in Figure 1 with the x-axis as its separating line, where by a 
separating line of a colored tiling w we mean a horizontal line y = c which does 
not intersect with the interior of any tile in dam(w). Then, it holds that 
Pwo = w(-J. 
The associated matrix M, is 
Hence, putting z := A-“, it holds that M, has an eigenvalue 1 if and only if 
-3 + z - 1 = 0. The positive root of this equation is A-‘. The other 2 roots are _ 
complex. Let A;’ be any one of the complex roots of this equation. Then, A’ is a 
complex root of z3 - z2 -1 =OandX]X’]2=1.SinceX> ~,IXI(< landowith 
A-” = A;’ satisfies that a = - 1 + in/log X and Re(a) < 0. The eigenvector of 
M, for this a: corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is < := (z). Let us take c = 1 in 
the above and construct the a-G-homogeneous coboundaryf as in Theorem 2. 
We also normalizef so thatf(wo) = 0. This implies thatf(Awo) =f(A2wo) = 0. 
This is because 
f(Xwo) =f(Awo) -f(X3W0) 
= Xl (f(w0) -.mJo)) 
= -X,f(X’q) 
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and 
f(X%Ja) = j”(X’uo) -S(AJ*) 
= x1 (f(kJ) -f(~‘Q)), 
so that we have 
1 
J’&Jo) + M”(~7LJ0) = 0 
AJ”(Awo) - (1 + X,)f(X’wo) = 0 
This implies that f(Xwo) = ~(A’Q) = 0 since the determinant of the above 
equation is -1 - X1 - A; # 0. 
Therefore, it holds that 
f(Xw) =f@) -f(X3,Jo) 
= XI (J‘(4 -.f(X’woN 
= WI4 
for any w E R 
Let 
X1 = {W E Q0 ) 3a < 0 s.t. (n,O] x [0, 1) E dam(u)} 
X2 = {W f 00 1 (-2logX, log A] x [O, A-‘) E dam(u)} 
X3 = {W E 00 ) (- log& 2 log A] x [0, Xm2) E dom(ti)} 
andletSi=fXifori= 1,2,3andS=S1U&U&. 
Then it holds that X1 = XX2 U X1 XI, X2 = XX,, and X3 = XXI + 1, so that we 
haveSI =XI&uX~&, S~=X~S3,andS~=X~S~+l.Sowegetthat 
S1 = (A$, + Xi) u X]S] 
sz = x$1 + XI 
s3 = XlSl + 1. 
Figure 2: Tridragon 
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According to Ito and Kimura in [4], the interiors of Si’s do not intersect with 
each other and the boundaries of S1’s have Hausdorff dimention r given by 
where p is the positive root of the equation y3 - y - 1 = 0. The set S is known 
as tridragon (Figure 2), which is a typical example of a class of fractal sets 
called Rauzy fractal studied in [4]. 
3 GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF FIBONACCI EXPANSIONS 
Let C = (0. l}. Let (cp? 71) be the weighted substitution on C such that 
0 + (o,x-r)(l,x~~) 
1 + (0, X1)(1, P) 
where X = q. Then G := B(cp, 7) = {X” ; II E Z} and (1) is satisfied for g = 1. 
Let R : = .n(P,%l). 
Figure 3: Fibonacci expansion wg and “‘1 
Let us denote the colored tiling in Figure 3 by iuU (!eft) and i;i (right). Then, it 
holds that wt = XWO and ~0 = Xwt. It also holds that w E C? has a separating 
line if and only if there exists t E R and i E (0, 1) such that w = w, + t. 
Let us define a equivalence relation - on Q such that w’ - w” if either 
w’ = lJ” or there exist t E IF! and i, j E (0, 1) such that w’ = w, + t and 
ul ” = w, + t. 
Theorem 3. The equivalence relation N is consistent with the (R, G)-action and is 
closed in the sense that, if w,’ N w,“, w’ + WI, w,” + w”, then w’ N w”. 
“n-33 n-,X 
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Proof. The relation N is clearly consistent with the (R, G)-action. To prove that 
it is closed, it is sufficient to prove that, if w. + t, + w’ and wI + tn + w” as 
n+oo,thenw’-w”. If { tn} has a bounded subsequence converging to t (say), 
then w’ = wg + t and w” = UJ~ + t so that LJ’ - w” holds. If limsup,,, t, = cm, 
then we have w’ = w” since the upper half planes of wg and w1 are the same. 
Therefore, we may assume that t, + - co. 
By Figure 3, for any n = 1,2,... ,WO has a tile (-(2n+2)logA,-2nlogX]x 
[-X’“,O) with color 1, while WI has a tile (-(2nf l)logX,-2nlogX]x 
[_jQ”+i, -X’“- ‘) with color 0. Hence, LJO and WI have the same colored tiling in 
the region [-2nlogX, ca) x [-JIGS, -X2”-‘). Moreover, wo has a tile 
(-2nlogX, -(2n - l)logX] x [-X2n, -X2”-2) with color 0, while WI has a tile 
(-(2nf l)logX,-(2n- l)logX] x [-Azn-l. 0) with color 1 for any 
n = 1,2,. . . Hence, wo and WI have the same colored tiling in the region 
[-(2n - 1)logA. CQ) x [-X2n-‘. -X2”-‘). Thus, wg and wi have the same co- 
lored tiling in the region [-(n + l)logX, CQ) x [-Xc”+‘), -An) for any 
n=0,1,2;... 
Choose integers k, such that -X”n +’ < t, < -A”n and 
lim Xx-n+’ + t, = lim -X”fl - t,, = co. 
n+cc n+cx 
Then, wo + tn and wi + t, have the same colored tiling in the region 
[-(kn + 1) log X, co) x [-Xkn+? - t,, -X”m - t,,) for any n = 0, 1,2,. . . . Since this 
region tends to R2 as n tends to co, we have w’ = w”, which completes 
the proof. •1 
Denote by fi the quotient space of R divided by this equivalence relation -. 
Definition 1. A Fibonacci expansion is a two-sided sequence 
(. . . c-2 c-1 ~0. ~1~2 . .) with the property that for every i E Z, t, E (0, 1) and 
E,c~+ i = 0. Two Fibonacci expansions t = (. c-2 t-1 EO .~1~2 . . .) and 
y= (~~'y-?y~l"lo.yly2 . ..) are identified in the following 3 cases: 
(1) there exists io E Z such that 
(a) et0 = 1 and yLO = 0, and 
(b) for every i > io 
E, = 0 
0 (i 3 is (mod 2)) y = 
I 
1 (i 3 io + 1 (mod 2)) 
(2) there exists is E Z such that 
(a) E;,, = 1 and ylU = 0, and 
(b) for every i < io 
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I 
0 (i z is (mod 2)) 
E, = 0 (i=io-1) 
1 (i < io - 1, i E is + 1 (mod 2)) 
1 (i E io (mod 2)) y = 
I 
0 (i E is + 1 (mod 2)) 
(3) E and y are any two of 
(~~~OOOO.OOOO~~~), ( ~1010.1010~~~)0r 
The set of Fibonacci expansions is considered, as a topological space, as a 
subspace of the product space (0, l}” with the identification. 
The meaning of the identification (1) in Definition 1 is clear since we have 
A- 10 = A- 10 - 1 +xp4-3+..., 
The identification (2) and (3) come from the non-uniqueness of 0 and negative 
numbers in Fibonacci base. To each w E R, we correspond a Fibonacci expan- 
sion by reading the colors of tiles in w along the x-axes from left to right, where 
color ‘0’ is read as ‘O’, while color ‘1’ is read as ‘10’. We put the decimal point 
between the letters 0,l corresponding to the two tiles along x-axis which are 
separated by y-axis, if they exist. If there exists a tile (a, 61 x [c, d) E dam(w) 
with 0 E [c, d) and a < 0 < 6, then this tile has color ‘1’ and we read it as ‘1 .O’. 
Note that the equivalence relation N on R agrees with the identification on 
Fibonacci expansions in Definition 1, so that we have a bijection between fi and 
the space of Fibonacci expansions. This bijection is also a homeomorphism 
between them. Hence, we may consider fi as the space of Fibonacci expansions. 
Let us define another correspondence between the Fibonacci expansions 
~=(...~_i~g.ti~2...)andpointsinR~by 
(,?fl x P)(E) = MC)? (P(E)) := (c E,XPi, lTo G-V)? 
I>0 _ 
where we always take the O-version ( * * * 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . ) instead of the lo- 
version ( * * * 1 0 1 0 1 0 . . .) in (1) and (3) of Definition 1, and the odd-version 
odd 
(...lOlO 1 OOlO***) or 
(...lOlO 1 OOOO***) 
instead of the even-version 
odd 
(...OlOl 0 lOOO***) or 
(...OlOl 0 OOlO***) 
respectively, in (2) of Definition 1. 
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We call 4(e) and (P(E) the fractional part and integer part of e, respectively. 
Note that the associated matrix M, for 0 is 
M, = (;I:: $,). 
The nontrivial solution of 
with Re(a) < 0 is that a = - 1 + in/ log X and <a = 5’ = c. If we take c = 1, then 
the integer part is the coboundary on 00 given by Theorem 2. 
For any E E fi, we have the following two cases. 
Case 1: el = 0. Then, the fractional part satisfies that 
0 < $(E) < x-’ + x-4 + A? + . . . = x-l. 
while the integer part satisfies that 
-1 = _A-’ - x-3 - x-5 - . < (P(f) < 1 + x-2 + x-4 + . . . = A. 
Case 2: e1 = 1. Then, the fractional part satisfies that 
x-1 5 ?/J(E) < x-’ + X3 + X5 + . ‘. = 1, 
while the integer part is 
-1 = -A-’ - x-3 - x-5 - . . *Icp(~)<X-2+X-4+X-6+...=X-‘. 
Therefore, the image by this correspondence of fi is contained in 
([0,X?) x [-1,X)) u([XP, 1) x [-1X’)). 
To prove that the correspondence is onto, denote by Q, the set of e E fi in Case i 
(i = 1,2), respectively. Then, it is enough to prove that 
e(G) = [O, A-‘), S(G) = [A-‘, l), (p(G) = [-I, A) and 
(p(Q2) = [-1X”> 
since in each case, the fractional part and the integer part are independent of 
each other. We only prove that (p(0’) = [-1, A) because the proofs for the other 
statements are similiar. We have already proved that ~(6”) c [- 1, A). To prove 
the equality, it is enough to prove that ‘p( 0’) is closed and dense in [- 1, A). 
To prove the closeness, assume that the sequence a,, E (~(621) converges to a 
numbera E [-1,X)asn + cc. Let a,, = p(d”)) with e@) E Q’ (n = 1,2, . . .) such 
that E’;’ = 0 and ci”’ = 0 (i > 1. n = 1,2, .). There are two possibilities: 
(1) E, := lim,,, ~j’) exists for any i E Z. 
(2) There exists io 5 0 such that E, := lim, _ X ejn) exists for any i > io and that 
$0 - 1 and ci:“’ = 0 hold for infinite subsets {n’} and {n”} of {n}. 1,) - 
For the first case we have 
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a = lim u,~ = lim ‘p(P)) = cp(C) 
n--x n--13: 
with E := (E,),~~ E Ri . If E is of even-version, we can replace it by the equiva- 
lent odd-version without changing ~1 = 1 since a < A. Thus, a E cp(Qi) showing 
that ~(0,) is closed in [-1, A). 
For the second case, since 
lim ‘p(P)) = lim ‘p(Y)) = a 
n’-Y n”-w 
and 
it holds for any i < io that 
0 (i E is (mod 2)) 
l&lX tin” = 0 (i=io-1) 
1 (i<is-1, i--is+1 (mod2)) 
lim $““’ = 
1 (i -_ io (mod 2)) 
n”A;x 0 (i E io + 1 (mod 2)). 
Hence, 
a = lim a,! = lim an” = (P(F) 
n’-CC n”- X 
with the odd-version of the following E: 
f’(... 10101001 ~,,+i.‘.to.lO...) (ifioiseven) 
6X(... 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 6;” + 1 . % . ~0.1 0 . . . ) (if io is odd). 
Thus, a E cp(Ri) and cp(Gi) is closed. 
Now, let us show that the set ~(6’1) is dense in [- 1, A). Suppose the contrary. 
Since (p(Q) is closed and -1 E cp(Ri), there exist u, b with -1 2 a < b 5 X 
such that a E cp(fli) and, for every x E (a, b) we have x$cp(fli). Let a = cp(e) 
with E = (E,),~~ E Gi. If there exist infinitely many negative odd i’s such that 
E, = 1, then we get a number in ~(01) which is slightly bigger then a but less 
then b by replacing 1 in a sufficiently small odd place i by 0, so we have a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, there are only finitely many negative odd i with E, = 1. 
If there are infinitely many negative even i’s with E, = 0, then we get a number 
in (~(01) which is slightly bigger then a but less then b by replacing 0 in a suffi- 
ciently small even place i by 1, so we have again a contradiction. Therefore, 
there exists an even in < 0 such that 
i0 
E=(...ololo 1 * * *). 
Take the maximum io as above, then 
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i0 
E=(...ololo 1 OO***). 
There are two cases. If io < -3 and tie + 3 = 1, then E has another version 
i0 
E=(~~~01010 1 OOl***) 
=(...lOlOl 0 lOO***). 
If& = -2orio 5 -3andE,,+j = 0, then E has another version 
e=(~~~ololo ‘i’ 00 ***) 
=(...lOlOl 0 Ol***). 
In the both cases, by replacing 1 in all sufficiently small odd places i by 0, we get 
a number in cp(Rt) which is slightly bigger than a but less than b, which is a 
contradiction. 
Thus, we got a contradiction in all cases and proved that (p(L),) is dense in 
[- 1. A]. The proofs for Case 2 or the fractional parts are omitted. 
Figure 4: The identification 
Hence, we have a bijection from R to 
([0,x-‘) x [-1,X)) u([P, 1) X [-1,X’)), 
that is seen in Figure 4. 
By (1) and (3) in Definition 1, we identify the 2 pairs of line segments in the 
left figure of Figure 4. By (2) in Definition 1, we identify the 2 pairs of line seg- 
ments in the right figure of Figure 4. 
The correspondence between fi and the quotient space of ([0, X-r] x [-1, A]) 
u([X-‘, l] x [-1, A-‘]) devided by the identification in Figure 4 is a home- 
omorphism. We denote this quotient space by F, which is homeomorphic to the 
torus U*. 
The covering space of _?’ is represented as the tiling space in Figure 5. The 
R-action on fi is represented by adding the vector (t,O) (t E R) on the tiling 
space. The multiplication by X on fi is represented by applying the matrix 
(i _:!,) on the tiling space. 
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Figure 5:Tiling by the set ([0,X-‘) x [-1.X)) U ([A-‘. I) x [-1.X-‘)) 
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